
Give a gift box to experience the stories and traditions of true Czech craft production.

Ms. Kočišová, from Vnorovy, 
is a recognised artist in the 
production of traditional 
dolls from corn husks.



645 CZK without VAT

Traditional box
We have rich cultural heritage. 
Show it off. 

Weight: 1050 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Ceramic mug in an unusual wrinkled style from the oldest Czech ceramic workshop.
2. Classic Czech mead, a drink older than beer and wine.
3. The corn doll: silent, but with many stories to be told.

Beverage box
Liquid pleasure as a part of Czech 
gift. Chase the thirst away.

Weight: 1600 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Ceramic mug in an unusual wrinkled style from the oldest Czech ceramic workshop.
2. Classic Czech mead, a drink older than beer and wine.
3. Beer oil bath for an unusual Czech bath with relaxing effects.

Gourmet box
The way to a man's heart is through 
his stomach. Try it.

Weight: 750 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. Czech cuisine book. 
2. Almonds in chocolate and cinnamon from the quality Prague Chocolate factory.
3. Beech wood bowl in a leaf shape for almonds and other delicacies.

Box of Famous Czechs 
Many of our compatriots had great 
world success. Introduce them.

Weight: 550 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. The Metamorphosis. A famous story from Franz Kafka.
2. Almonds in chocolate with ginger, for listening to Antonín Dvořák´s music with pleasure.
3. Textile bag for glasses with beautiful patterns from Alfons Mucha.

Box of abundance
Pleasure and abundance of many 
colours. Pamper yourself. 

Weight: 850 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (with battery).
2. Classic Czech mead, a drink older than beer and wine.
3. Chocolate bar with edible gold from the quality Prague Chocolate factory.



1355 CZK without VAT

Generous box
Rich pleasure in a unique style. 
Embrace it.

Weight: 1400 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (with battery).
2. Handmade paper letter set from a paper mill functioning since the 16th century.
3. Classic Czech mead, a drink older than beer and wine.
4. Ceramic mug in an unusual wrinkled style from the oldest Czech ceramic workshop.
5. Quality chocolate bar with cranberries from the Prague Chocolate factory.
6. The corn doll, silent but with many stories to be told.
7. Solid beer soap with a beer keg pattern for the bath.

2245 CZK without VAT

Luxury box
Luxury adventures through Czech 
traditions. Experience it.

Weight: 2000 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Fully functional, mechanical replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design.
2. The Metamorphosis. A famous story from Franz Kafka.
3. Classic Czech mead, a drink older than beer and wine.
4. Beer oil bath for an unusual Czech bath with relaxing effects.
5. Quality chocolate bar with cranberries from Prague Chocolate factory.
6. The corn doll, silent but with many stories to be told.
7. Solid beer soap with the pattern of a beer keg for the bath
8. Handmade and decorated leather bag from a family workshop.
9. Textile bag for glasses with beautiful patterns from Alfons Mucha.
10. Bees wax candle, the most important source of artificial light in our history.

Cosmetics box
Nature knows about beauty and 
relaxation. Take its advice.

Weight: 950 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. High quality shea butter. Bio hand cream with honey scent.
2. Beer oil bath for an unusual Czech bath with relaxing effects.
3. Solid beer soap with a beer keg pattern for the bath.

Prague box  (Astronomical clock/ St. Vitus cathedral)

Prague is a mystical city. 
Explore it.

Weight: 550 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. The book of Prague legends as an unusual tour guide through Prague.
2. Fully functional, battery operated, replica of a pocket watch with Prague design.
3. Quality milk or dark chocolate bar from Prague Chocolate factory.



Box of sweet abundance
Pleasure and abundance of many 
colours. Pamper yourself.

Weight: 850 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (with battery).
2. Healthy Czech honey with a mix of nuts for sweet savouring.
3. Chocolate bar with edible gold from the quality Prague Chocolate factory.

Traditional box B
We have a rich cultural heritage. 
Show it off. 

Weight: 550 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Ceramic mug in an unusual wrinkled style, from the oldest Czech ceramic workshop.
2. Hand made leather bag from a family workshop.
3. The corn doll: silent, but with many stories to be told.

Prague box B
Prague is a mystical city. Explore it! Weight: 450 g

Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. Cotton bag with an image by the Czech illustrator, Jiří Votruba, in size 40 x 37 cm.
2. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Prague astronomical clock design 
(battery operated) 
3. Retro notebook from recycled paper with a historical motif of Prague.

Couple’s box
Wedding, anniversary or other 
special occasion? Celebrate love.

Weight: 350 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. Chocolate bar with edible gold and rose flower, from Prague Chocolate factory.
2. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (battery 
operated) – for lady (40mm diameter).
3. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (battery operated) 
- for gentleman (45mm diameter)

Child´s box A
Playful combination for every 
child´s soul pleasure. Try it!

Weight: 650 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Cheerful enamel mug with animal motif – height 9cm.
2. Wooden pencil holder for the first art works.
3. Smiling wooden figure on a spring for better mood.

645 CZK without VAT NEW 
edition



Generous box
Rich pleasure in a unique style. 
Embrace it.

Weight: 1050 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (with battery).
2. Handmade paper letter set from a paper mill functioning since the 16th century.
3. Healthy Czech honey with a mix of nuts for sweet savouring
4. Ceramic mug in an unusual wrinkled style from the oldest Czech ceramic workshop.
5. Quality chocolate bar with cranberries from the Prague Chocolate factory.
6. The corn doll, silent but with many stories to be told.
7. Solid beer soap with a beer keg pattern for the bath.

Luxury box
Luxury adventures through Czech 
traditions. Experience it.

Weight: 2000 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. Fully functional, mechanical replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design.
2. The Metamorphosis. A famous story from Franz Kafka.
3. Healthy Czech honey with a mix of nuts for sweet savouring
4. Beer oil bath for an unusual Czech bath with relaxing effects.
5. Quality chocolate bar with cranberries from Prague Chocolate factory.
6. The corn doll, silent but with many stories to be told.
7. Solid beer soap with the pattern of a beer keg for the bath
8. Handmade and decorated leather bag from a family workshop.
9. Textile bag for glasses with beautiful patterns from Alfons Mucha.
10. Bees wax candle, the most important source of artificial light in our history.

Child´s box B
Colourful happiness for our little 
friends. Let them play!

Weight: 450 g
Dimensions: 24 x 19 x 7,5 cm

1. The most popular kids´ hero – small plush little mole.
2. Magical pencils from Koh-i-noor for the most creative drawing.
3. Colourful wooden spinning figure for happy playing.

2245 CZK without VAT

Retro box
Quality retro never goes out of 
fashion. Stylish!

Weight: 1050 g
Dimensions: 30 x 19 x 10,5 cm

1. A notebook from vinyl which never goes out of fashion.
2. Fully functional replica of a pocket watch with Art Nouveau design (with battery).
3. Traditional brew with mint, camomile, rose hips and rose in a retro cardboard box.
4. Caramel biscuits in the shape of Golem, following an old-Prague bakery tradition.

1355 CZK without VAT



Traditional
Traditional craft from Slovácko region

Legend has it, that a figure made out of 
corn leaves was hung on the doorknob 
of the house of an unfaithful girl. 
Mocking the man who cheated as well, 
the shame fell on both of them.
Today these figures are viewed as 
beautiful decorations, celebrating  
the tradition of skilled handiwork and 
creativity of our ancestors.  

www.localartists.cz

I cheat, you cheat, he 
cheats, she cheats... or?

LOCAL ARTISTS SE 
Karlova 21, 110 00 Praha 1 

www.localartists.cz | info@localartists.cz

Authenticity
combination of original and 

traditional production

Story 
box enlivened by 

story cards

English / Czech 
two languages 

options

Presentation 
possibility of promotion 

of your organization

Give a box full of Czech stories!

We have approached the Local Artists with unique gift 
enquiries for our clients and employees a couple of times 
already. We have always been satisfied with their services 
as our recipients were always nicely pleased by the gifts. 
We are planning to continue this collaboration.

Ing. Jiří Pospíšil | CEO at Poly System spol. s r.o.

gift for business partners
personal appreciation
employee rewards
event participant’s present

Versatile use of the gift box

Testimonial


